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TRIO SIM CARDS ARE NOT ADAPTERS

Almost all SIM card vendors are now offering integrated SIM Cards with pre-cuts for all three 

form factors. There are major problems with this new product, praised as a universal solution 

by the SIM card vendors. We would like to list these here:

1. Subscriber left alone
The wrong format could be chosen as the subscriber is not a specialist. 

The frame could be seen as rubbish” and thrown away.

2. Soft material
The frame could break during the breaking out of the SIM, thus making it impossible to re-plug 

the SIM card

The subscriber could use a broken frame which will damage the handset

The frame is too soft and fragile to be used more than a few times

3. Cavity
The micro SIM is 830 micron thick and the nano SIM is only 700 micron thick, therefore the 

metal contacts or the springs will probably get stuck into the 

cavity created.

4. It is not an adapter
The SIM card could fall out of the frame

Very difficult to change a nano SIM into a normal SIM as two frames must be used. 

The handset could be damaged when using the re-plugged SIM card

An adapter is doing more than clipping in a nano SIM or a micro SIM in a frame

Conclusion
The frame might convert the plugged-out a nano SIM or a micro SIM to the next bigger format, 

but an adapter does more than that.

CAIRON started developing SIM adapters more than 3 years ago in order for the subscribers to 

be able to easily and safely switch between handsets with different SIM slots, but keeping 

the same SIM card. Our adapters are purely mechanical (no need to use adhesive in order 

to keep the SIM card inside). They are made of a reinforced plastic material which is more 

robust than the SIM card itself, so that it can be used several times without alteration.

We therefore strongly advise against buying multiple SIM cards. Instead of solving logistical 

problems it will cause reclamations and unhappy customers.

Please feel free to ask your CAIRON contact for all our adapter solutions:

CAIRON Group GmbH Kilianstrasse 137   Phone +49 (0) 5251 28817-0

    33098 Paderborn   Fax +49 (0) 5251 28817-27

    GERMANY  info@cairon.com
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